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III-V solar cells dominate the high efficiency charts, but with significantly higher cost. Ul-
trathin III-V solar cells can exhibit lower production costs and immunity to short carrier
diffusion lengths caused by radiation damage, dislocations, or native defects. Nevertheless,
solving the incomplete optical absorption of sub-micron layers presents a challenge for
light-trapping structures. Simple photonic crystals have high diffractive efficiencies, which
are excellent for narrow-band applications. Random structures a broadband response in-
stead but suffer from low diffraction efficiencies. Quasirandom (hyperuniform) structures
lie in between providing high diffractive efficiency over a target wavelength range, broader
than simple photonic crystals, but narrower than a random structure. In this work, we
present a design method to evolve a simple photonic crystal into a quasirandom structure
by modifying the spatial-Fourier space in a controlled manner. We apply these structures
to an ultrathin GaAs solar cell of only 100 nm. We predict a higher photocurrent for the
quasirandom structure (26.2 mA/cm2) than a simple photonic crystal (25.2 mA/cm2). The
photocurrent predicted for the quasirandom structure is 84.5% of the photocurrent of an
ideal thick device (3 µm), using only 3.3% of the active material.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Ultrathin III-V cells have the potential to reduce deposition time and material usage while
keeping high efficiency. Both are fundamental to lower the cost.1 They also allow for higher ef-
ficiencies when carrier diffusion lengths are a limiting factor, such as in dilute nitrides, radiation
damaged space solar cells,2–5 or metamorphic materials with high dislocation densities6,7. How-
ever, to achieve competitive efficiencies, ultrathin devices require optical engineering, namely,
light trapping. Our objective is to reduce the cell thickness without sacrificing optical absorption.
The typical light-trapping structures are either ordered 2D lattice patterns like photonic crystals
(PC), or completely disordered patterns.8 Simple periodic structures are highly diffractive because
of the limited number of diffraction orders. They are excellent couplers for narrow band appli-
cations. In the critical coupling regime it is possible to reach a 100% absorption, but they fall
below the light trapping limit for broadband applications like photovoltaics.9 In contrast to simple
PC, completely random patterns, like self-assembly roughness, are weakly diffractive but have
broadband spectral features (they can diffract light in a wavelength range).10 In between these
two limits are the quasirandom (QR), or hyperuniform photonic crystals.11–14 They have a richer
Fourier spectrum than a simple photonic crystal and a higher diffraction efficiency than a complete
random structure. This feature makes them more suitable for broadband applications.
In this work, we present a novel approach for designing photonic crystals valid not only for
simple periodic structures but also for quasirandom structures. This transition is done by increas-
ing the density of propagating Bragg harmonics in the reciprocal space, namely the power spectral
density (PSD). There are different approaches to study the evolution between an ordered structure,
like a simple PC, to a random structure.10,15 A simple approach is to disorganize (introducing
random displacements to the initial periodic positions) multiple unit cells of the PC, creating a
super-cell.10,15–18 A refinement of this approach is to randomize the super-cell while aiming at
a target PSD distribution.12,14,19,20 These techniques heavily rely on the real space distribution,
and the optimization algorithm used. Furthermore, these methods are computationally intensive,
limiting the study for big unit cells.
The alternative to real space design is to work directly in the reciprocal space and, later, obtain
the final unit cell in the real space. The ordering imposed by design defines the optical response
of the structure.11,21
The reciprocal technique used in Refs. 11,21 is the Gaussian random field (GRF). This tech-
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nique is fast and computationally efficient when creating big unit cells. Yet, it does not allow a
transition from a simple PC to a QR. This limitation complicates the analysis of the transition from
a sparse PSD typical of a simple PC, to a denser PSD as found in QR.
In this paper, we propose an alternative design method based on the iterative Fourier transform
algorithm (IFTA)22,23. The IFTA methods are broadly adopted in holography as they provide an
effective way to design 2D diffractive optical elements (DOE). There is an analogy between a
DOE and its hologram, with a light trapping structure and its PSD; both are related by the Fourier
transform. Therefore, using IFTA we can design in-plane nanostructures from a controlled PSD in
reciprocal space.
In Section II we provide the details of a 100 nm GaAs solar cell used to illustrate the absorption
enhancement of our proposal. We introduce the rationale behind the target PSD and describe the
IFTA implementation. We show that it is possible to modify the sparsity of the PSD generating
structures from simple PC to QR with our approach. The results are presented in Section III. We
analyze the absorption and asses the performance of the solar cell calculating the short-circuit
current. We identify the advantages of each PSD provides, their best current and explore the
robustness against changes in the real space distribution of the QR structures. We find that the QR
structure obtains higher photocurrent than their simple PC counterparts.
II. PHOTONIC DESIGN
A. Solar cell structure
The solar cell layer structure considered in this study is shown in Fig. 1. The photocurrent (Jsc)
is generated in a 100 nm GaAs layer. Such cell is in the ultrathin regime in the sense of incomplete
absorption without photonic aid and sub-wavelength thickness. It is of particular interest because
this thickness allows effective radiation-hard devices.2,4 We use a standard double layer antireflec-
tive coating (ARC) placed on top of the absorbing layer. The ARC is a 100 nm MgF2 layer on top
of a 50 nm TiO2 layer, both layers shown as a yellow slab in Fig. 1(a). We place the PC of square
lattice constant a, and height H just beneath the absorbing layer. Choosing the material comprising
the PC is key to achieve a high Jsc. The real part of the refractive index (n) mostly impacts on the
scattering efficiency. Meanwhile, the imaginary part (κ) leads to undesired parasitic absorption, as
the absorption in the PC does not contribute to the photocurrent. The high refractive index com-
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ponent of the PC is AlxGa(1−x)As, and the low index component is SiO2. The AlGaAs systems
offer tunability of the optical properties by controlling the aluminum content and a high n.24 We
use Al0.8Ga0.2As, as a compromise to minimize κ and maximize n. Placing the nanostructure in
the back results in a design more forgiving for parasitic absorption. A large fraction of the high
energy photons are absorbed before reaching the PC allowing us to use high index semiconductors
instead of transparent dielectrics. Dielectrics present lower absorption than the semiconductors
but also a lower refractive index. Finally, the structure is terminated by a 1µm SiO2 spacer and a
silver mirror. The dielectric spacer is key to mitigating the silver’s parasitic absorption and leads
to two-pass diffraction in each reflection, increasing absorption in the thin GaAs layer.
We use rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA),25 for modeling the optical response of the
structures, namely the reflection and absorption of each layer. We also do a further analysis using
the Fourier series that reconstructs the fields in the unit cell to understand the contributions to the
absorptance in the GaAs layer (AGaAs) and to the reflection (R).24
AGaAs = AGaAs,g=0+AGaAs,g>0, (1)
R= Rg=0+Rg>0, (2)
where g = 0 denotes the contribution from the non-scattered light and g > 0 that of the scattered
light. In other words, we split the light that propagates normal to the solar cell’s surface and that
of light that changes its wavevector by the PC.
We will analyze the predicted device performance in the radiative limit using the generated
photocurrent, Jsc,26 identifying the AGaAs with the cell’s external quantum efficiency. Analogously,
we will define the scattered contribution to the Jsc,g>0 using only Asc,g>0. We have taken the
refractive index from Ref.27–29.
B. Target power spectral density
The main design task is to find the real space PC whose power spectral density (PSD) in the
reciprocal space is negligible everywhere except in the region of interest. The fundamental idea is
that by enhancing the PSD of only a set of meaningful wavevectors k we can diffract the propa-
gation of the light inside the solar cell and therefore increase the optical path. Fig. 1(b) schemat-
ically shows the allowed wavevectors of a square lattice PC. The area between the two circles
encloses the associated diffraction orders we want to excite. Conversely, we want to minimize
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FIG. 1. (a) Scheme of the layer structure of the solar cell, with a conventional ARC (yellow, 100 nm
MgF2 and 50 nm TiO2) an ultrathin GaAs absorber of 100 nm (purple), and back nanostructure of AlGaAs
(red) in SiO2 (blue) over a silver mirror (gray). The nanostructure is placed in the x-y plane, and with
periodic boundary conditions; light is incident along the z direction (b) Outer limit of Bragg harmonics, for
frequencies associated with the wavelengths of λg = 900 nm, k1, (black solid), λsp = 440 nm, k2, (black
dash-dotted) inside the SiO2. The gray filled area between k1 and k2 is the design objective. The grey
crosses are the Bragg harmonics for a lattice of 422 nm (∆m= 0, for clarity only plotted for negative kG,kx),
and the grey dots are the Bragg harmonics for a lattice of 1230 nm (∆m = 2, for clarity only plotted for
positive kG,kx). The red dots and crosses are the target spectral frequencies.
the diffraction associated to those outside. It is important to excite counter propagating orders to
avoid polarization sensitivity issues, hence the circle geometry. The hollow disk is defined by two
wavevectors constraining the spectral absorption range. The shortest wavevector is determined by
the bandgap of the GaAs, 870 nm. We will round up to λg = 900 nm to include the Urbach-tail ab-
sorption of the GaAs. The largest one corresponds to λsp = 440 nm, as full absorption is obtained
in a single pass through the 100 nm GaAs layer for λ < λsp.
From these two limiting wavelengths, we can proceed to define the wavevectors in the materials
encapsulating the PC: GaAs and SiO2, see Fig.1(a). Hence, we find a set of two pairs of wavectors
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kg,GaAs, ksp,GaAs and kg,SiO2 and ksp,SiO2 . The refractive index of each interface determines whether
the PC is working in transmission or reflection. In our case, SiO2 has a lower refractive index than
GaAs and therefore the PC will diffract the light transmitted to the SiO2. Upon reflection at the
silver back mirror, the reflected light will be diffracted again in the PC crystal before reentering
the GaAs layer. This double diffraction increases the efficiency of our design. Consequently, we
need to use the refractive index of SiO2 to calculate the limiting wavevectors corresponding to
the previously mentioned limiting wavelengths. We use a constant refractive index for the design,
n=1.4 (we use the material dispersion in the RCWA calculations). Therefore, the range of k limits
is defined by, k1 = kg,SiO2 , and k2 = ksp,SiO2 , k1 and k2 are the lower and upper limits, respectively.
The number of reciprocal lattice vectors contained in the ring spanned between k1 and k2 is
discrete and defined by the periodicity of the PC, a. The in-plane wavevector is kG = (kx,G,ky,G).
Where kx,G = kx+Gx and ky,G = ky+Gy. Therefore, the reciprocal lattice vector is defined by the
lattice constant a as G= 2pi/a(gx,gy), where gx,y = 0,±1,±2, . . .±N. The minimum distance in
the reciprocal lattice is ∆G= 2pi/a, see Fig.1(b).
The objective ring limits are set by k1 and k2, but not the number of reciprocal vectors inside
it. We define ∆m as the number of discrete frequencies in the objective ring radius. ∆m > 0 for
∆G = (k2− k1)/∆m, and ∆m = 0 is obtained from ∆G = (k1 + k2)/2, see Fig. 1(b). Bigger ∆m
leads to bigger lattices. Once we have defined k1, k2, a and ∆m we can create the objective discrete
reciprocal space, Q.
C. Iterative Fourier Transform Algorithm
The Iterative Fourier Transform Algorithm (IFTA)22,23 can generate diffractive optical elements
(DOE) from an objective intensity, and it is mainly used for micrometric diffractive features and
visible monochromatic beams. IFTA algorithms quickly converge compared with global based
random optimization.30. However, in our context, the DOE is subwavelength, the PC, and it
introduces the diffraction at different wavelengths of light. Thus, the necessity of adapting the
method and setting first the reciprocal space target to broadband applications.
The algorithm starts by defining the discrete wavectors Fourier space target, Q. Q is a square
matrix with (2N+1)× (2N+1) elements, which identifies with the PSD. Then, we normalize Q,
with maximum values one and minimum values zero. Then, we add an imaginary component to
the objective Q, K0 = Q+ iS, where S is a matrix of uniformly distributed random numbers. The
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seed for the first iteration can be initialized with a constant value or pre-condition distributions.
Using a random seed improves the final convergence to the desired target Q. Once the algorithm
is initalized, the iteration for each step, s, is defined as follows:
1. Back-propagate with the inverse discrete Fourier transform of Ks, from the reciprocal space
into the matrix U =F−1(Ks).
2. Compute the element-wise phase of U , Φ= arg(U) = atan2(ℑ(U)/ℜ(U)).
3. Quantize the phase matrix Φ on two levels (0 and pi).
4. Propagate the phase (foward to the reciprocal space) using the Fourier transform into the
matrix Ds =F (exp[iΦ])
5. Test the difference, δ , between the objective image, Q, and the s approximation:
δ =∑i, j ||Qi, j|− |Dsi, j||. The exit condition is satisfied when the minimum tolerance for δ is
met or the maximum number of steps is reached.
6. Otherwise, the next iteration Ks+1 = Q ◦ exp(iarg[Ds]) is the element-wise product of the
objective distribution and the phase.
Our structure, L, is the final binary phase matrix Φ with two levels. We will associate the zero
phase to SiO2 and the pi phase to AlGaAs, see Fig.1(a).
IFTA stagnates quickly, namely δ do not meet the exit criteria, especially for low-resolution
images.23,31 A simple solution is to expand the objective image, Q in our case, creating a frame
filled with zeros for higher frequencies than the target Q, namely a zero-padding applied before
the start of the algorithm.23 The zero-padding increases the level of detail in real space by adding
a frame of higher spatial frequencies. δ is computed on a constrained set of relevant kG vec-
tors, namely leaving this frame outside of the convergence criteria. Then, the algorithm runs as
described. Nevertheless, the zero-padding technique might end up in a fragmented structure, as
we have introduced high spatial frequency components, which complicates a later fabrication. We
applied IFTA twice, with and without zero-padding, using the first result as the seed in the second
iteration. We find this approach is stable against stagnation and fragmentation.
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III. RESULTS
A. Unit cells created
Once we have found a systematic way of generating our target Q, we start by exploring the
impact of ∆m on the performance of a solar cell. We have only considered values ∆m ≤ 4. The
generated structures are shown in Fig. 2. Increasing ∆m results in a better defined ring of increas-
Δ =0m(a) Δ =1m(b) Δ =2m(c) Δ =3m(d) Δ =4m(e)
Δ =0m(f)
a = 0.422 mμ
Δ =1m(g)
a = 0.615 mμ
Δ =2m(h)
a = 1.230 mμ
Δ =3m(i)
a = 1.845 mμ
Δ =4m(j)
a = 2.460 mμ
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FIG. 2. (a)-(e) Reciprocal space for orders different than zero for an increasing number of ∆m. The inset
bar is 4pi µm−1. (f)-(j) Real space reconstruction of the k-space designs on top. It represents the unit cell of
the light trapping layer made of SiO2 (white) and AlGaAs (black).
ing width, see Figs. 2(a-e). The rendering in real space is shown in Figs. 2(f-j). The first thing
to note is the increase in the lattice constant, hence significantly larger structures are needed to
obtain a larger number of diffraction orders. Also, the patterns experience an evolution. When
using ∆m= 0 we obtain a typical chess-board in square lattice, see Fig.2(f). We create the thinnest
possible ring for ∆m = 1. It presents a Fourier spectrum similar to a conventional square lattice
but exciting the diagonal first orders to form the ring. The condition of ∆m= 1 generates an inter-
esting PC with bow-tie appearance. The successive cases with ∆m > 1 produce the deterministic
QR structure already mentioned in the introduction.11,12,19
The modulus of the reciprocal space, the orders (gx,gy), will define the structure’s anisotropy,
as they represent the diffraction orders being excited by the PC. The structures of ∆m= 0 present
a PSD symmetric with respect to kx and ky axis. These structures always exhibit a square lat-
tice symmetry. The QR structures are not entirely isotropic, as there are small differences in the
PSD of the (gx,gy) orders inside the ring. However, these differences appear to be random, and
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FIG. 3. First row, (a)-(f) Absorption in the GaAs layer, AGaAs, for structures with ∆m 0 to 4, respectively.
Second row, (g)-(l), scattered contribution to the absorption in the GaAs layer, AGaAs,g>0, for the same
structures as the first row.
therefore the fluctuation compensate on average, after considering the contribution of all orders
in the RCWA calculation. In any case, when analyzing the optical response, we analyze s and p
polarizations, and add them equally for taking into account any present anisotropy.
B. Absorption and photocurrent analysis
The thickness of the layer containing the diffractive element is not given by the design pro-
cedure described in Section II. However, the optical response of the stack has a fundamental de-
pendence on the structure thickness H. To show this dependence, we study the absorption in the
GaAs layer sweeping the thicknesses of the PC from 50 nm to 500 nm (30 points). We show the
corresponding spectra in Fig.3 as contour maps for energies up to 2.5 eV to put the focus on the
resonant low energy absorption peaks. Suppl. Mat. Fig. S1 contains the high energy part of the
spectra, including the optically thick region.
The five nanostructures present the same valleys in AGaAs,g>0 for shallow structures, i.e. thick-
ness below 100 nm. These valleys are the resonances of the zero diffraction order (ZDO), namely
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TABLE I. Scale factor N (Q rank 2N+1), Lattice parameter a, and Jsc for AM1.5g obtained for increasing
∆m photonic crystals using a GaAs absorber of 100 nm. For comparison, the predicted photocurrent for a
reference structure without PC and ultrathin, 100 nm, is 16.8 mA/cm2. The predicted Jsc for a reference
structure when using a thick absorber of 3µm is 31.0 mA/cm2. Hopt is the PC thickness required to obtain
the Jsc.
∆m 0 1 2 3 4
N 2 3 5 7 9
a (nm) 422 615 1230 1845 2460
Hopt (nm) 376 205 453 221 221
Jsc (mA/cm2) 25.2 25.7 25.9 25.9 26.2
Jsc,g>0/Jsc (%) 45.9 48.2 51.8 52.3 52.3
the Fabry-Perot (FP) resonances. In other words, when a thin nanostructure is not able to diffract
or scatter light, all the absorbed light comes from the ZDO. In between these valleys, the AGaAs,g>0
increases due to the diffraction orders that get opened in the optical stack. The ZDO resonances are
common to the five structures. Despite the different geometries, all the structures present the same
materials and the same filling factor of the unit cell (around 50%). The ZDO treats the photonic
crystal as a medium of effective refractive index, and, therefore, all the nanostructures exhibit the
same resonance features. However, in structures of higher thicknesses, there is a different distri-
bution of peaks in each case. Indeed, the differences are more pronounced as the valleys from the
FP resonances get blurred for H > 100 nm.
The absorption of the chess-board square structure, ∆m= 0, (Figs. 3(a) and (f)) presents peaks
of high intensity but of narrow bandwidth. The absorption peaks are even more evident when
splitting the absorption contributions as the FP resonances are decoupled when studying only the
scattered absorption, AGaAs,g>0. These peaks are intense but narrow, and due to their dispersion
profile, they can be associated with leaky modes inside the optical stack.19 These kind of absorp-
tion peaks are what can be expected from using a simple PC in an weakly absorbing optical stack.
The bow-tie structure, ∆m= 1, presents intense peaks like the chess-board, but slightly wider,
comparing Fig.3(f) and (g). The four additional orders that appear in the bow-tie structure are
enough to increase the bandwidth of the peaks, specially at energies close to the bandgap of GaAs
(1.4 eV). However, the resonances are not a continuum, and therefore areas in the Fig.3(g) with
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FIG. 4. (a) Generated Jsc of structures with ∆m = 0,1,2,3,4 (blue to red) for increasing PC thickness
H. (b) Percentage contribution to the Jsc from the scattered absorption A(g > 0) for structures with
∆m= 0,1,2,3,4 (blue to red).
close to zero scattered absorption still remain. When increasing ∆m we can see a broadening of
the peaks, increasing the absorption bandwidth, effectively creating a continuum. The penalty
is a lowering of the peak intensity. In summary, except for the thinnest CP (50-100 nm), the
scattered absorption is above 50% of the total absorption for low energies, and the total absorption
is consistently above 75%.
We use the absorption in Fig.3(a)-(e) to calculate the generated photocurrent under the radiative
limit, Jsc, for each thickness of the PC. The maximum Jsc of each structure is shown in Table I
and the progression of the Jsc with H is shown in Fig.4. We show the total absorption (At), the
absorption in the GaAs layer (AGaAs), and the reflection spectrum (R) in Fig.5 for the ∆m structure
of maximum Jsc. We also isolate the scattered contributions to absorption AGaAs,g>0 and reflection,
Rg>0.
The five structures present an increase in the Jsc when increasing the thickness H for the struc-
ture, see Fig. 4. All of them present a first local maximum H close to 200 nm. The increased
photocurrent is due to an increased scattered contribution to the Jsc. After the first maximum,
the photocurrent decreases for the low reciprocal density structures as the square or the bow-tie
(∆m= 0,1), whereas it saturates for the QR structures (∆m= 2,3,4), see Fig. 4(b). The differences
in the absorption are responsible of this distinction between nanostructures. The QR structures are
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FIG. 5. (a)-(e) Optical response for the structures with ∆m = 0,1,2,3,4 respectively. Total absorption,
At (black thick), absorption in the GaAs layer ,AGaAs (blue thick), scattered contribution to the absorption
AGaAs,g>0 (red thick), total reflectance, R (black dashed), and scattered reflectance, Rg>0 (orange dashed).
more tolerant to thickness variations, as they fully rely on increasing the scattering, creating a
continuum when the minimum thickness is reached. On the other hand, the chess-board and the
bow-tie need to optimize the spectral position of the sparse resonances.
The chess-board structure (∆m = 0) presents a maximum at H = 375 nm, not present in the
other structures. This peak appears when three resonances overlap in the absorption spectrum
at 1.5 eV, Fig.3(a),(f). The absorption spectrum for this structure, see Fig.5 (a) present packed,
but discrete resonances associated with the resonances in AGaAs,(g>0). However, the fine peaks,
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consequence of the low PSD, limit the optimum thickness to a narrow critical value. Also, the
overall contribution of the scattered absorption to the generated photocurrent is lower than for the
other cases, see Fig.4(b). The scattered reflection, Rg>0 is zero for the square structure, therefore
is only present for the reflected ZDO. The higher reflectance is a result of the weak scattering in
those wavelengths, and consequently weak absorption.
The bow-tie structure (∆m= 1) increases the Jsc with a thicker PC until its first maximum. The
Jsc increases with H for thin structures, but instead of a clear maximum like the chess-board, it
presents a slow decay until it decreases faster for thickness above 250 nm. The bow-tie structure
presents a Jsc vs. H in between the square structure and the QR structures. In Fig.3(b),(g) we
can see that the broader resonances have a maximum in the low energy region at 205 nm. In
Fig.5(b) we can see that there are three regions close to the bandgap with high A, numerous peaks
for the regions above 1.5 eV. However, for thicker PCs the resonances fall below the bandgap, the
absorption drops, and consequently, the Jsc. The Rg=0 dominates the reflection as we can see when
comparing R and Rg>0. This behaviour is comparable to the chess-board structure.
The QR structures (∆m= 2,3,4) present a similar behavior, increasing Jsc with the thickness H,
until it saturates. This is expected from the absorption profiles, Fig. 3(c)-(e), (h)-(j) and Fig.5(c)-
(e). There are small variations, around the maximum value of the Jsc, for example ∆m= 2 presents
a global maximum later at 453 nm. The scattered absorption is a lot more homogeneous than in the
square or the bow tie for thickness above 200 nm. Once the structure diffracts enough to remove
the energy from the zeroth order, there is no additional gain in increasing H.
The end result is an increase in the overall absorption and, hence in Jsc, see Table I. From these
results it is possible to identify Rg>0 as the main source of losses in the QR system. Figs. 5 (c)-(d)
show that in the range of 1.5 to 2.75 eV i) At = AGaAs and R = Rg>0, i.e. in this spectral range
the parasitic losses and the ZDO reflectance are negligible. The Rg>0 losses appear because of the
diffraction efficiency of the QR structure, even when placed on rear side of the solar cell. Future
efforts will be devoted to minimize Rg>0 to push the absorption to its ultimate limit.
Using the IFTA for creating the photonic crystal gives us flexibility and speed for designing the
objective PSD. In comparison, in Refs. 12,19 the algorithm used to solve these QR-PC structures
was based on global optimizations as Monte Carlo. Both cases converge slower than an IFTA
and are more limited when using big unit cells30. Yu et al. use the Gaussian random field, gen-
erating random waves using a Gaussian distribution in the k-space. This method is faster, but the
contrast for the k-space design is lower for broadband cases 11, see supplementary materials and
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the demonstration code32. The lack of contrast limits the possibilities for using it for advanced
reciprocal space engineering.
The use of QR PCs has been proposed for Si cells12,33 and for thin GaAs cells20. Si benefits
from a thicker substrate (microns instead of hundreds of nm) allowing the light to couple to more
guided modes. Therefore, the QR PCs obtain higher performance than the PC counterparts. In
contrast, the literature founds less benefits for the GaAs,20 as the thickness where light trapping
could be very beneficial are few hundred nm with a few guided modes available. Furthermore, the
proximity of the silver mirror to the ultrathin nanostructured layer creates parasitic absorption in
the metal, if it is not mitigated with a dielectric spacer.24,34. The losses using our design are neg-
ligible by looking at Fig.5, leading to high current densities for the three QR structures. Also, the
QR structures are more tolerant under thickness variations than the single PCs, with an asymptotic
enhancement in the photocurrent.
In summary, the structure with the highest Jsc is a QR with ∆m = 4, yielding a Jsc of 26.1
mA/cm2. This structure presents a more homogeneous absorption without strong resonances for
all the range of spectral interest, see Fig.3(a),(e) and Table I. The increased contribution to the
absorption increases the generated photocurrent, see Table I, reaching values larger than 50% for
the QR-PC with ∆m = 2,3,4. The Jsc predicted for the quasirandom structures is higher than for
the planar case (9.4 mA/cm2) and the simple square PC (1 mA/cm2). For comparison, the Jsc of an
optically thick structure of 3 µm with the same ARC is 31 mA/cm2. The quasirandom structure
can absorb the equivalent to 84.5% of the photocurrent, with only 3.3% of the absorber thickness.
Still, further optimizations are needed to achieve Jsc close to 30 mA/cm2, like in experimental
GaAs cells. Restricting the number of orders in the initial Q matrix by engineering the reciprocal
space one could obtain a compromise between the QR and the bow-tie structure, with higher and
uniform AGaAs,g>0, but with minimizing losses for Rg>0, which is the main loss.
C. Statistical analysis of the generated structures
The objective PSD is fully determined by k1, k2, and ∆m, as explained in Section II. The
fact is that many real spaces distributions exhibit a very similar PSD, in a way, the real space
structure is not universally defined.31 In other words, the IFTA algorithm uses a random seed
when initializing the objective phase, and this seed leads to apparently different structures in the
real space with similar PSD. It is well known that the real space geometry of the PC can modify
14
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FIG. 6. (a) Reciprocal and real space for five different seeds with the same ∆m = 4. (b) Median of the
distribution of absorption in the GaAs layer (blue), and scattered contribution (red) for ten different seeds
for the quasirandom structures for ∆m = 4. The absorption for each structure are shown as semitransparent
gray dots. Second to third quartiles of the AGaAs (pale blue filled area) and AGaAs,g>0 (pale red filled area)
the optical response. Therefore, there is in principle no warranty that the IFTA output would
produce structures with equivalent performance, in our case the Jsc. We explore here the impact of
this indeterminacy as the dispersion of structures could impact the performance of a device. We
have studied the absorption and photocurrent for ten different seeds for each case ∆m from 0 to
4. The designs are included in the Supplementary Materials, Fig. S3. The low reciprocal density
structures (∆m = 0 and 1) do not present this variation. Therefore, we will focus the analysis on
the QR structures with ∆m= 2,3,4.
The thickness of the structure, H, is kept fixed at 220 nm for all the studied structures. We
chose this thickness because from the analysis of the Jsc we can see that for H = 220 nm the
enhancement in the photocurrent saturates. We study each family of structures with equal ∆m
using different seeds. We analyze the median Med, mean µ , and standard deviation σ of Jsc, see
Table II. Also, we analyze the spectral variation of the absorption for 10 different seeds in Fig.6(b)
for ∆m= 4 (Fig. S4 shows the same analysis for ∆m= 2,3).
Overall, we can see that the second to third quartiles (Q2-Q3) tightly envelope the median of the
absorption profiles, Med(A(E)), see Fig.6. The tightness of this envelope implies small changes
in A(E) when comparing between seeds, despite the changes in the unit cell of the QR. The cloud
of points laying outside of the quartiles in the plot, Fig.6(a) are more dispersed (more outliers) for
the valleys in the absorption spectrum. These valleys are indeed associated with the ZDO, where
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TABLE II. Statistic values for the predicted Jsc for the 10 different seeds for each QR nanostructure with
increments in ∆m. Units mA/cm2
.
∆m 2 3 4
µ(Jsc) 25.9 25.9 25.9
Med.(Jsc) 25.9 25.8 25.9
σ(Jsc) 0.2 0.3 0.3
Max.(Jsc) 26.2 26.5 26.4
the Ag>0 contribution is smaller. The ZDO is dominated by the height of the structure and the
filling factor. The latter can be seen as an effective medium. But, as these structures’ absorption
in the long wavelength range are dominated by Ag>0, the differences in A(E) are minimized and
the reciprocal space defines the absorption of the structure.
When analyzing the Jsc, see Table II we can see that the three cases present a mean and median
almost the same as the initial seed we test, with µ(Jsc) ≈ 26 mA/cm2. The Jsc absolute value
is defined by the reciprocal space design. Indeed, for the three cases the σ(Jsc) is lower than
0.3 mA/cm2. This deviation is comparable to real space defined structures when allowing for
fabrication errors.24 QR-PC structures are good candidates for self-assembly fabrication, such
as spinodal decomposition based methods, because they control the reciprocal space.30,35,36 In
summary, the thickness and reciprocal space defines the absorption of the QR structure. The real
space has more degrees of freedom and therefore differences, but the final absorption is defined by
the target reciprocal space: k1, k2 and ∆m.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we present a method for creating photonic crystals in the reciprocal space based
on the iterative Fourier transform algorithm and controlling the sparsity of the power spectral den-
sity. We apply this method to design ultrathin GaAs solar cells of 100 nm thickness with predicted
photocurrent (Jsc) of 26.2 mA/cm2 for the quasirandom structure. We observe the transition from
a low density reciprocal space structure, such a chess-board structure to a quasirandom structure.
The additional Fourier space increase the amount of resonances, with a progression from discrete
number of peaks to a continuum. For the quasirandom structures we found that the reciprocal
space dominates the absorption profile and the Jsc. Structures with different initial seeds and dif-
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ferent real space, but similar reciprocal space, obtain comparable absorption profiles and Jsc. The
reciprocal space design can be modified, for example, to other types of solar cells or light-emitting
diodes, by following the method described here. The optimal spatial frequency distribution is still
an open question that can be addressed in future studies taking this work as a starting point.
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A. Implementation details of the implementation of Iterative Fourier Transform
Algorithm
For each ∆m, we obtain the half-width of Q from ∆G and k2 as N = int(k2/∆G) + 1 , i.e.
the ceiling function of the ring extension and the k-space discretization. This reciprocal space
is defined big enough to define k2 as upper limit including the frequency that delimits the target
reciprocal space intensity. Without it, the circle collides with the border space, and the target
reciprocal space will add artificially high frequencies. After doing the first IFTA iteration, we add
the zero-padding frame surrounding the structure. The size of the frame results in a larger number
of points, with a total size N′ = 11N. Therefore, N′ scales up with N and hence to ∆m, namely, it
is scaled to each structure. We have used an scaling refractive index of n=1.4 for the transmission
medium. This is the general lower limit for SiO2. A a slightly lower refractive index in the design
rule will create a bigger lattice parameter, which will guarantee the diffraction efficiency is not
just in the limit to zero for the target wavelengths. The code used for generating the structures is
presented in Ref.1.
B. Absorption vs. Thickness
We show the absorption spectrum up to 3.5 eV. We include the results of a solar cell without
patterns in Figs. S1(a) and (g) for comparison. In this unpatterned structure a planar layer of SiO2
replaces the nanostructured layer. The non-patterned structure shows the Fabry-Perot (FP) reso-
nances, and obviously, a zero contribution to the scattered absorption. All the structures present
two blurred regions in the total absorption. The first one, between 2.5 eV and 3 eV owes the Al-
GaAs absorption onset. The AlGaAs layer quenches the scattered contribution to the absorption
in this region. Above 3 eV, the GaAs is thick enough to absorb almost all the impinging light in a
single pass, and the FP resonances disappear.
C. Absorption vs. Thickness structure with nSiO2=1.54
For designing the PC we choose a non-dispersive SiO2 refractive index of n = 1.4. It is the
lower limit in the infrared of SiO2 films, opening the design for more subcells in the future. An-
other possibility is to consider a refractive index value in the visible, which takes a higher value
n= 1.54. The change in refractive index mainly affects the lattice parameter, but Q and the PC-QR
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FIG. S1. First row, (a)-(f) Absorption in the GaAs layer, AGaAs, for a planar structure and structures with
∆m = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively . Second row, (g)-(l), scattered contribution to the absorption in the GaAs
layer, AGaAs,g>0, for the same structures as the first row.
TABLE I. Scale factor N (Q rank 2N+1), lattice parameter a, and Jsc for AM1.5g obtained for increasing
∆m photonic crystals using a GaAs absorber of 100 nm. Hopt is the PC thickness required to obtain the Jsc.
∆m 0 1 2 3 4
N 2 3 5 7 9
a (nm) 382 557 1113 1670 2226
Hopt. (nm) 283 159 360 500 205
Jsc (mA/cm2) 24.4 24.8 26.4 26.2 26.2
Jsc,g>0/Jsc (%) 44.3 46.5 52.8 53.1 52.4
design are the same. The lattice parameter with n = 1.54 is 9% smaller than the value reported
in the main text. We prefer a slightly larger lattice constant to guarantee a non-negligible diffrac-
tion efficiency of the simple PC at wavelengths close to the diffraction cut-off because of Bragg’s
law. The short-circuit current, Jsc, and absorption vs. PC thickness when using a higher index of
n= 1.54 are shown in Table I.
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FIG. S2. Using n = 1.54 for the desgin rule. First row, (a)-(f) Absorption in the GaAs layer, AGaAs, for
a planar structure and structures with ∆m = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively . Second row, (g)-(l), scattered
contribution to the absorption in the GaAs layer, AGaAs,g>0, for the same structures as the first row.
From Table I we can see the photocurrent generated by the more sparse Q designs (∆m= 0,1)
when having a 9% smaller lattice parameter obtain less photocurrent. The decrease in photocurrent
is expected by the lower contribution from the scattered absorption in the photocurrent, see TableI.
The lower contributions agree with a lower diffraction efficiency. In contrast, the QR structures
are stable, with values around the 26 mA/cm2.
In Fig. S2 we observe the same behaviour as that described in the main text for n= 1.4. Sparse
resonances dominate the spectra in structures of low ∆m= 0,1. More dense but less intense peaks
in the absorption for AGaAs,g>0 in structures of ∆m > 1 The change in lattice parameter does not
perturb the overall absorption behavior, but it impacts the photocurrent for the structures with
sparse PSD.
Further optimizations can be done tuning the lattice parameter. Also, we did choose a constant
refractive index when designing Q. The dispersion of the material will change the limits of k1 and
k2; therefore, a more refined design rule can be implemented.
4
D. Statistical analysis of the different generated PC
As exposed in the main text, Section IV, it is important to quantify the variability of the real
space structures. We show in Fig.S3 additional 9 families of structures calculated with different
seeds. In particular, for ∆m = 0 the structure obtained is optimal for the reciprocal space, and
even changing the seed will only lead to changes in the phase of the unit cell (displacement of
the square) and small changes in the filling factor of the unit cell, see Suppl. Materials Fig. S3.
The ∆m = 1 presents two different structures, the bow-tie, and a rounded square, but again, there
is no fundamental difference within these two families for ∆m = 1. The absorption for the QR
structures for the 10 different seeds is shown in Fig.S4.
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FIG. S3. Upper raw: reciprocal space for orders different than zero for an increasing number of ∆m. The
inset bar is 2 µm−1. Lower row: real space reconstruction of the k-space designs on top. It represents the
unit cell of the light trapping layer made of SiO2 (white) and AlGaAs (black). We repeat the procedure for
9 different seeds to do the statistical study.
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FIG. S4. Median of the distribution of absorption in the GaAs layer (blue), and scattered contribution (red)
for ten different seeds for the quasirandom structures from ∆m = 2 to ∆m = 4, (a)-(c) respectively. The
absorption for each structure is shown as semitransparent gray dots. Second to third quartiles of the AGaAs
(pale blue filled area) and AGaAs,g>0 (pale red filled area).
E. Comparison with the Gaussian Random Field
We compare the IFTA,2,3 to the Gaussian Random Field,4. Both are fast methods to design
structures in the reciprocal space. We optimize for a Gaussian ring in the reciprocal space, instead
of the flat ring used in the main text. The difficulty in handling sharp changes is a limitation of the
Gaussian Random Field design, not of the IFTA. The objective Q is defined for a PSD with the
Gaussian profile:
f (kg) = exp((−(kg−µ)2/(2σ2Q)), (S1)
where µ is the center of the Gaussian, and σQ is the widening of the Gaussian function. We use
an objective reciprocal space of N=50, and N′ = 2N. We also introduce C as measure of error in
7
the contrast of the image as the standard deviation of the error computed for each (kx,ky).
δ =∑
i, j
||Qi, j|− |Dsi, j||/N2 (S2)
C = σ(||Qi, j|− |Dsi, j||) (S3)
The contrast gives us more insight than only the error of the performance of both techniques when
achieving the target intensity. The error and contrast for both methods are shown in Fig.S5. Also,
we present in1 the code to generate Fig.S5.
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FIG. S5. (a),(d) objective, Q. Using IFTA we obtain in the reciprocal space, D, (b) and binary structure Φ,
(c). Using the Gaussian random field, we obtain the reciprocal space (e) and real space (f). The objective
structure is defined by a Gaussian of µ = 0.5 and an σQ = 0.05 normalized to one.
Figure S5 shows the performance of both methods to achieve the same objetive Q. The lower
contrast is obvious from image Fig.S5(b) and (e). GRF by itself is a very fast technique, but it
creates a noisy Q. We have explored the δ and C for both methods targeting increasing σQ.
Figure S6 shows that the error, δ , is bigger for the GRF than the IFTA. Also, δ grows faster for
the GRF than for the IFTA. The error in the contrast of the GRF is higher than in the IFTA and it
grows faster up to σq of 0.05.
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FIG. S6. Error δ (a) and constrast, C (b) for structures with increase σQ in the objective Q using the GRF
(blue) and the IFTA (red).
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